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PhD TOPIC 

TITLE: Wave flooding and hydrodynamics load on coastal structures 

 
SUMMARY: 
In the last decades, the intensive urbanization of coastal zones has increasingly exposed buildings to direct ocean wave 
action causing significant damage and resulting in an awareness of coastal authorities on the risks associated with strong 
storms. In order to face these new challenges, in a worsening context of rising sea level, it is necessary to develop robust 
methods to accurately quantify the wave impact during extreme storms, as well as implement and test new protection 
solutions.  
 
In this context, the objective of the PhD is to develop efficient and robust methods for the determination of (i) overtopping 
wave processes and transformation, and (ii) of forces acting on coastal structures when overtopping waves impact a 
seawall. For that purpose, the methodology to be deployed will rely on both field experiments and numerical modelling to 
study the dynamics of the impact of overtopping waves in realistic conditions, and how nearshore waves transformation, 
run-up and overtopping processes are related to hydrodynamic loads on coastal structures.  
 
The candidate will first investigate existing approaches for hydrodynamic load estimation on vertical structures and their 
application to real case conditions. Results will then be used by the candidate to participate in the design and 
implementation of a measurement campaign on a pilot site of the Basque coast. The campaign will aim to study wave 
overtopping over the crest of a dike, the propagation of overtopping bores and eventually their impact on a vertical 
structure. The PhD student will participate to the deployment of sensors and the analysis of measurements collected during 
one or several severe storm events. The data will be analyzed to characterize the relationship between the characteristics of 
the incoming waves, structure and beach parameters, and the impact forces especially under extreme ocean conditions.  
 
Complementary to field data analysis, a numerical modelling work will be conducted. The collected data will be used to test 
different types of wave and hydrodynamic models in order to reproduce the different phases of wave transformation and 
bore impact. Two different numerical approaches, a Boussinesq-type wave model and a RANS-VOF model, will be used to 
evaluate the ability of depth integrated model to reproduce overtopping waves dynamics including interaction with coastal 
structures of different shapes. Different compromises between computation time and model accuracy will be tested in the 
perspective of possible operational applications. Finally, the selected numerical tool/chain will be applied to investigate 
flooding hazards at the study site for several storm scenarios, to be defined in the course of parallel studies by statistical 
analysis of hindcast wave data and water level, including the effect of sea level rise. 
 

 
CONTEXT: 
The PhD project will be carried out in the framework of the CIFRE agreement (French Ministry of Research Training) 
involving the research division of center Rivages Pro Tech (SUEZ) and the SIAME laboratory (Université de Pau et des Pays de 
l’Adour). The PhD will be involved in several local initiatives in the field of coastal risk monitoring, modelling and forecasting, 
including cooperation between RPT, SIAME and AZTI research teams as part of a joint laboratory project and an INTERREG 
POCTEFA-EU project called MARLIT that aims to assess coastal hazards and investigate mitigation techniques on Basque and 
Catalan coasts. Interactions with RPT’s forecasting division will be also considered to disseminate the PhD work and link the 
related results with possible future applications into operational early warning and decision-aid systems. 
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EXPERTISES OF THE LABORATORIES  

 
SIAME laboratory is composed of four teams working on different fields in engineering sciences. Within the SIAME 
laboratory, the Wave Interactions Structures team is developing research on waves and their impacts on coastal 
infrastructure in a broad sense. The work developed is based on a strong component in numerical simulation of surface 
waves, taking into account fixed or mobile structures, supplemented by essentially field measurements. The issues 
addressed are mainly in the field of coastal risks (submersion, impact, tsunami) with a more recent interest in energy (EMR). 
In addition to its contribution to international and national research programs, to the national observation effort (DYNALIT, 
OASU), the IVS team is committed to a strong partnership with local authorities (GIS littoral Basque, Observatoire de la Côte 
Aquitaine), which has resulted in the creation of a chair in "Coastal Waves and High Performance Computing" (HPC waves) 
as part of the E2S program. 
 
Rivages Pro Tech (RPT) is a science-based monitoring and forecasting center from SUEZ Company dedicated to the 
management of water environments. RPT is especially committed to the development and operation of innovative tools 
using metocean monitoring and modelling technologies, and to the operation of these tools to provide decision-support 
services for coastal management. RPT has always had a strong commitment in Research and Development (R&D) activities, 
to offer innovative solutions and ensure a continuous improvement of the technologies supporting its services. This 
commitment results in multiple collaborations with the academic research sector through partnerships with laboratories, 
aiming at transferring the most recent research results inside applied tools and services. As part of this R&D effort in the 
field of wave dynamics, RPT research division has a long history of collaboration with the SIAME laboratory and more 
recently with the chair HPC Waves. 
 

 

SKILLS & REQUIREMENTS 

 
Applicants must have a Master degree in the field of Coastal Engineering, Oceanography or Civil Engineering with proven 
interest in applied mathematics and computer science. The candidate will have to be proficient in written and spoken 
English and French. Experience with numerical modeling, Python and/or Matlab programming is mandatory. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONDITIONS 

Laboratories: SIAME (UPPA) and Rivages Pro Tech (SUEZ) 

Websites:  
https://siame.univ-pau.fr/fr/organisation/equipes/equipe-interactions-vague-structure.html 
https://www.suez.fr/fr-fr/nous-connaitre/un-groupe-engage/proteger-les-oceans 

 
PhD Director: Denis MORICHON (SIAME-UPPA-E2S) 
Co-Supervisor: Matthias DELPEY (RPT-SUEZ) 
 

Location: Anglet, FRANCE (50%) / Bordeaux ou Bidart, FRANCE (50%) 

Starting date: January 2021 Duration: 3 years  

Employer: the PhD student will be hired by SUEZ Eau France in Rivages Pro Tech team (CIFRE grant) 

Gross annual salary: 29 000 € 
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SELECTION CRITERIA 

 
Selection procedure: Jury selection 

 
Candidates will be selected first on record. An interview will be held after the first selection phase of the application. 

 Matching the Master's degree (or equivalent) and the thesis 

 Ratings and rankings Master, and regularity in the university curriculum 

 English proficiency 

 Ability of the applicant to present its work 

 Work Experience in laboratory or other; any research works already done (reports, publications). 
 

 

APPLICATION DOCUMENTS & DEADLINE 

 
Please send your application by email to Denis Morichon (mailing addresses at the end of the document).  
The application should include: 

 CV 

 letter of motivation 

 ratings and rankings of Masters degree 

 2 letters of recommendation 

 contact information of at least two academic referees 

 

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION: 20th June 2020 

 

CONTACTS 

 

Denis Morichon: denis.morichon@univ-pau.fr  
Matthias Delpey: matthias.delpey@suez.com 
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